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Built-up Premium
Metal Letters
Beautifully constructed letters and logos with fully
blended edges
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A flawless finish
that’s completely
smooth to the
touch
Meticulously crafted, Premium
built-up metal letters are created in a
range of styles and materials.

Key features
• Superior quality letters with fully blended edges
• Letters and logos as small as 50mm in height
• Create prestigious eye level signage

The fully blended edges of these letters produce a flawless
finish that’s completely smooth to the touch. In an intricate
production process, the soldered edge, where the letter face
meets the return, is first filed and then highly polished. This
method creates a continuous soldered seam which eliminates
all sharp points to create a sleek finish.

• Letter styles include flat faced, rim and return, rimless,
prismatic / bevelled
• Available in stainless steel, copper, brass, titanium
• Halo LED illumination can be added

Letters and logos are possible at just 50mm in height, with
6mm returns and stroke widths as narrow as 3mm. Created
in stainless steel, copper, brass and titanium, finishes include
satin, polished, painted and bead blasted effects along with
copper verdigris and a variety of other options.

For exterior applications, gold titanium offers an attractive
alternative to brass whilst bronze titanium provides an
alternative to copper. Halo illumination can be added from
our stocked range of LED modules and a range of fixings are
available dependent on installation requirements.
The letters are particularly suited to eye level signage as seen
in the receptions of law firms and architectural practices
where the detail of the letters can be appreciated.
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Premium Letter Materials

Stainless Steel

Brass

Copper

Titanium coated Stainless Steel
(Shown in gold)

Premium Letter Finishes

Satin Stainless Steel

Polished Stainless Steel

Non-directional Stainless Steel

Bead Blasted Stainless Steel

Painted Stainless Steel

Satin Brass

Polished Brass
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Premium Letter Finishes cont.

Non-directional Brass

Bead Blasted Brass

Dark Oxidized Brass

Light Oxidized Brass

US10 B Oxidized Brass

Satin Copper

Polished Copper

Non-directional Copper

Bead Blasted Copper

Patina Blue Copper

Verdigris Green Copper
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Premium Letter Finishes cont.

Satin Gold Titanium

Polished Gold Titanium

Light Satin Bronze Titanium

Light Polished Bronze Titanium

Dark Satin Bronze Titanium

Dark Polished Bronze Titanium

Satin Black Titanium

Polished Black Titanium
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Fabricated Signage
Specialist sign fabrication for basic to highly complex
installations
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Fabricated
signage created
to customer
design
Fabricated signs include projecting
signs, post and panel signs, hanging
signs, light boxes and full fascia
signage.
Using a range of materials, fabricated signage is created to
customer design and ranges from simple light boxes to the
more complex fabrication processes of shaped illuminated
projecting signs. The sales team provide construction
design advice for customers selecting our fabrication service
and advise on the most appropriate mounting and fixing
techniques for each fabricated sign system.

Key features:
• Projecting signs, hanging signs, post and panel signs, light
boxes and full fascia signs
• Signs fabricated to specification
• Lighting components installed and wired up
• Bench tested and ready to install
• Complex fabricated designs or simple solutions

Flat cut letters, built-up letters, vinyl graphics and illumination
are added to fabricated signage to provide detail. As part of
the fabricated signage package, each sign is delivered fully
wired and bench tested with all letters mounted and LEDs
installed.

Illumination can be added to fabricated signs using LED
modules, LED Light Sheet or fluorescent systems. Fabricated
signage without internal illumination can be lit with slim LED
Trough Lights which are available in linear lengths up to a
maximum length of 2900mm. The trough light can be painted
to any RAL or British Standard (BS) reference to match the
fabricated sign.
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Gallery

Post & Panel Sign

Projecting Sign

Full Fascia Sign

Hanging Sign

Light Box

Full fascia and projecting sign

Fabricated sign trays
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Fabricated Totems &
Monoliths
Create impact with these distinctive and eye-catching
architectural signs
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Bespoke totem
and monolith
signs are
fabricated to
specification
Totems and monoliths are used
to create high profile identity
and directional signage.
The signs are particularly suitable for retail parks, landmarks,
vehicle showrooms, supermarkets, petrol stations, leisure
centres and other facilities typically accommodated across a
large site.
Our fabricated totems and monoliths are substantial
freestanding systems which are tall and slim in design. The
size and structure of the signage ensures it is easily visible
from within a vehicle and as such these systems are often
positioned at building or park entrances and along road edges
where the shop or service front may be some way away or
not visible at all.

Key features
• High visibility identity and directional pylon signage
• Substantial systems for facilities across large sites
• Created to customer specification
• Durable and able to withstand severe weather
• Illuminated by fluorescent tubes, LED modules or LED Light
Sheet

In fabrication, a variety of styles and techniques from flat faced
trays to curved faces are used to create durable signage
which can withstand severe weather conditions. Aluminium
painted are our most popular totems with brushed, polished
and painted stainless steel also available with illumination
available from a choice of fluorescent tubes, LED modules or
our own light panel, LED Light Sheet.
Our advisors have a wealth of experience in the manufacture
of totem and monolith systems and will advise on the most
appropriate fixing method for these tall and heavy systems.
From fixing cages to base plates to extended posts, we
will advise on the most appropriate, safe and long lasting
installation method.
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Flat Cut Metal Letters
It’s all about the imaginative installation with this sign staple
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An impressive yet
affordable sign
staple
Widely used within sign systems and
branding, flat cut metal letters are
ideal for both primary and secondary
lettering features.
We create flat cut metal letters to any font or logo specification
in stainless steel, brass, aluminium and copper. A variety of
finishes are available in each metal.

General letter specifications available
• Stainless steel letters - satin, polished or painted
• Brass letters - satin or polished
• Aluminium letters - painted
• Copper letters - satin or polished

Varying thicknesses are cut on our laser cutting machine or by
using a water-jet cutting machine according to the density of
metal chosen and sheet thickness. In addition, flat cut or fret
cut letters are used as faces for our built-up metal and acrylic
letters.
We recommend three fixing options for our flat cut letters
including nickel plated brass locators, stud fixings, and an
adhesive tape applied to the rear of the letter. Stud fixings are
spot welded to letters during the production process whilst
the male sections of brass locators are similarly secured to
each letter to create a stand-off installation feature.

All our flat cut letters are delivered with an installation template
featuring marked fixing holes which is used to position the
letters and aid accurate installation.
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Luxury Illuminated
Letters
Combining a luxury finish with manufacturing excellence
in an illuminated letter.
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Ensure branding
dazzles with
luxury LED
illuminated letters
Luxurious acrylic letters that
combine sophisticated construction
techniques with an elegant finish in
an illuminated letter.
Perfect for prestigious retail brands or the hotel and leisure
industries, the letter range has been selected for MAC
cosmetics and the Bank of India. Each illuminated logo or
letter is created by embedding acrylic with thermally managed
LEDs to deliver a robust and evenly lit letter that runs cool to
touch.
Standard or bespoke fonts and unique logo shapes can all be
created using the construction process of the range, whilst
optional finishes include vinyl coating, painting to any RAL
reference and the application of flat cut metal letter faces.

General letter specifications
• Letters are suitable for indoor & outdoor use
• Acrylic thicknesses available 10mm, 20mm & 30mm with
some letter profiles 23mm
• Minimum letter stroke widths required 12mm or 14mm
depending on letter profile
• All LEDs are 12 Volts
• Standard LED colours available are, red, green, orange,
blue, yellow, cool white, warm white
• Some profiles are available with an RGB colour changing
option
• Letters & LEDs warranted for 2 years
• Supplied with IP68 rated 12 Volt power supplies, warranted
for 1 year
• Fixings; Tapped holes to suit M4 studs as standard (with M3
studs on small detail & M5 studs on large detail)
• Letters can have either paint, vinyl or flat cut metal applied
depending on the letter profile

For brands that demand sustainable options, the range is
constructed with provision to renew the embedded LEDs
which may be replaced once the LED lifecycle is completed.
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Face Illumination (FL)

Face and Halo Illumination Combined (FL-R)

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

thickness of material 25/30mm
reverse and returns painted
face illumination
stroke width min. 12mm

Face Illumination with Partial Illumination to Sides
(FL-T)
•
•
•
•

thickness of material 23/30mm
reverse and min. 10 mm of rear returns painted
face illumination with partial illumination to returns
stroke width min. 12mm

thickness of material 23/30 m
returns painted
face and halo illumination
stroke width min. 12mm

Halo Illumination (RL)
•
•
•
•
•

thickness of material 10/20/30mm
face and returns painted
face material options: stainless steel, aluminum, brass
halo illumination
stroke width min. 12mm

Halo Illumination in PVC Intergral Foam (RL-ECO)

Halo Illumination with Illumination to Sides (RL/S)

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

thickness of material 13/24/30/48mm
face and returns painted
returns not primed and may be porous
halo illumination only on matt surfaces
stroke width min. 12mm

Return Illumination (SL)
•
•
•
•
•

thickness of material 10/20/30mm
reverse (standard) opaque vinyl
reverse (optional) painted
face (standard) opaque vinyl
face material options: painted, opaque acrylic, stainless steel,
aluminum, brass
• returns illuminated
• stroke width min. 12mm

thickness of material 10/20/30mm
face (standard) opaque vinyl
face material options: painted, opaque acrylic, stainless steel, brass
halo and return illuminated
stroke width min. 12mm

Return Illumination with Partially Illuminated Side 1
(SL-T1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

thickness of material 10/20/30mm
face and front half of returns (standard) partially painted
face material options: stainless steel, aluminum, brass
reverse (standard) opaque vinyl film
reverse (optional) painted
rear returns illuminated
stroke width min. 12mm
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Return Illumination with Partially Lacquered Side 2
(SL/T2)
• thickness of material 10/20/30mm
• face material options: painted, opaque acrylic, stainless steel,
aluminum, brass
• reverse and rear returns painted
• front returns illuminated
• stroke width min. 12mm

Key Line Illumination (KL)
• thickness of material 10/20/30mm
• reverse and returns painted
• face (standard) opaque vinyl with smaller outline in
acrylic face
• face material options: painted, opaque acrylic,
stainless steel, aluminum, brass
• outline illumination on face
• stroke width min. 14mm
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